Abstract. Massively parallel DNA sequencing platforms have become widely available, reducing the cost of DNA sequencing by over two orders of magnitude, and democratizing the field by putting the sequencing capacity of a major genome center in the hands of individual investigators. New challenges include the development of robust protocols for generating sequencing libraries, building effective new approaches to resequence and data-analysis. In this paper we demonstrate a new sequencing algorithm, named DGraph, which has two modules, one module is responsible to construct De Bruijn graph by cutting reads into k-mers, and the other's duty is to simplify this graph and collect all long contigs. The authors didn't adapt the sequence graph reductions operations proposed by RAMANA M.IDURY or Finding Eulerian Superpaths proved by Pavel A.Pevzner or bubble remove steps suggested by Danial Zerbino, As the first operations was computing expensive, and the second one was impractical, and the last one did not benefit either the quality of contigs or the efficiency of the assembler. Our assembler was focused only on efficient and effective error removal and path reduction operations. Applying DGraph to the simulation data of fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster chromosome X, DGraph (3min) is about six times faster than velvet 0.3 (19 mins), and its coverage (92.5%) is also better than velvet (78.2%) when k = 21. Compare to velvet, the results shows that the algorithm of DGraph is a faster program with high quality results.
Introduction
Each cell of a living organism contains chromosomes composed of a sequence of DNA base pairs. This sequence, the genome, represents a set of instructions that controls the replication and function of each organism. The automated DNA sequencer gave birth to genomics, the analytic and comparative study of genomes, by allowing scientists to decode entire genomes. Although genomes vary in size from millions of nucleotides in bacteria to billions of nucleotides in humans and most animals and plants, the chemical reactions researchers use to decode the DNA base pairs are accurate for only about 600 to 700 nucleotides at a time.
The process of sequencing begins by physically breaking the DNA into millions of random fragments, which are then "read" by a DNA sequencing machine. Next Sequencing remains at the core of genomics. Current sequencing approaches are classed into two strategies. The first one is overlap-layout-consensus, its applications includes TIGR assembler [4] , Phrap [5] , and CAP3 [6] ; the second one is graphtheoretical approach, and its applications includes VCAKE [7] , SSAKE [8] , Velvet [9] .
The assembler following the first approach must first build the graph by computing all possible alignments between the reads. A second stage cleans up the graph by removing transitive edges and resolving ambiguities. The output of this stage comprised a set of nonintersecting simple paths in this refined graph, each such path corresponding to a contig. A final step generates a consensus sequence for each contig by constructing the multiple alignments of the reads that is consistent with the chosen path. Although this approach are relatively easy to implement, but they are inherently local in nature and ignore long-range relationships between reads, which could be useful in detecting and resolving repeats. In addition, all current implementations of the greedy method require huge memory. This limits their applicability on current available hardware to organisms with gnomes of 32 Mbp or less.
The second approach to shotgun sequence assembly uses a sequencing-byhybridization technology. The idea is create a virtual SBH problem by breaking the reads into overlapping n-mers, where an k-mer is a substring of length k from the original sequence. Next, the assembler builds a directed De Bruijn graph in which each edge corresponds to an k-mer from one of the original sequence reads. Finally, the problem of reconstructing the original DNA molecule corresponds to finding a path that uses all the edges-that is, an Eulerian path. In theory, the Eulerian path approach is computationally far more efficient than the overlap-layout-consensus approach because the assembler can find Eulerian paths in linear time while the problems associated with the overlap-layout-consensus paradigm are NP-complete. Despite this dramatic theoretical difference, the actual performance of existing algorithms indicates that overlap-layout-consensus approach is just as fast as the SBH-based approach.
The algorithm proposed in this paper fell into the graph-theoretical approach. As computation time and quality of contigs still limit the practical use of these implementations adopting de Bruijn graphs approach to genomes on the order of a billion base in size. Compared with the previous works, DGraph will pay attention to these two points. For this result, the authors didn't adapt the sequence graph reductions operations proposed by RAMANA M.IDURY or Finding Eulerian Superpaths proved by Pavel A.Pevzner or bubble remove steps suggested by Danial Zerbino, As the first operations was computing expensive, and the second one was impractical, and the last one did not benefit either the quality of contigs or the computation efficiency of the assembler. Our assembler was focused only on efficient and effective error removal and path reduction operations.
We organize the paper as follows, Section II will introduce the operations of two modules in detail. The experiment and performance will be demonstrated in Section III, and the last section will discuss the weak points of the algorithm and our further work.
Algorithmic Approach
The processes of the algorithm DGraph was descript in figure 1. DGraph has two modules, the first one is graph construction, which is responsible to construct De Bruijn graph by cutting reads into k-mers, and the second one is graph simplification whose duty is to simplify this graph. 
Graph Construction Module
In the De Bruijn graph, each node represents a k-mers, and adjacent k-mers overlap each other with k-1 nucleotides. Each node N is attached to the node ~N, which represents the reverse series of reverse complement k-mers. The adjacent nodes are connected by arc, for each node A to B, a symmetric arc goes from ~B to ~A.
For each read, we cut it into k-mer (k must be an odd number, k<32) and keep it into a hash table. For each k-mers, the hash table will keep this string of k-mers and its node ID in the graph. Each k-mer has a reverse complement.
Then, all adjacent k-mers (or nodes) in the same read are connected. Its reverse complement is also linked with a reverse arc. Each arc has a weight to record how many reads contain this two k-mers. The Construction module of DGraph processes each reads and connects all adjacent k-mers to build a De Bruijn graph.
Graph Simplification Module

Error link removal
Generally speaking, 1%~3% errors will be imported into De Bruijn graph from input reads because of the precision of modern sequencing machines. All low coverage arcs will be thought as error links and must be deleted.
There will be a threshold θ for each arc in the De Bruijn graph, if the weight of arc is less thanθ, this arc will be deleted. Then if some node is disconnected with other nodes we will also delete that node.
Path Simplification
This step is to simplify the De Bruijn graph. When a node A has only one outgoing arc that points to node B, then the two nodes can be merged, and their reverse complements should be merged too.
Our module will degrade each chain of nodes into one node. After simplification, the number of nodes will be greatly declined. There possibly are some isolated nodes, we simply delete all of these isolated nodes, as we think it was introduced by error reads.
Tips Removal
Tip is a chain of node which disconnected on one end. All tips will be removed if it is shorter than 2k, this parameter is a cutoff length which was chosen to delete all erroneous constructs.
After that our algorithm produced a much more simply graph without loss of information. We did not do any further operations as the other algorithm does, because we did not agree that bubbles removing step was appropriate operation in velvet [9] , it simply combined two path from node A to node B into one, but these two path may actually exist in the finally contigs. We also did not apply graph reduction operation mentioned in [10] , in principle, this algorithm was great, it did give a way to simplify the De Bruijn graph; However it is not practical to realize the graph reduction, and the complexity on maintain the data structure defined in [10] is enormous high, not to mention their complex mathematic operation. Even the prototype developed by the authors of [8] will use 10s on assembling 20k data.
Experimental Results
The sequence data is produced from Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) chromosome X (its sequence size is 21.7M, the NCBI reference sequence ID is NC_004354.3). Our reads producer program will cut NC_004354.3 into short reads with length range from 200bp to 400bp, and the coverage of our read set is 30. Errors rate of 1% was introduced into the read set. The final size of the read set is about 571M.
The DGraph algorithm was compared with velvet 0.3 in our Evaluation in both contig quality and algorithm performance.
The read set will be assembled by DGraph and velvet. We ran the entire test with different parameter k, which was an odd number ranged from 19 to 31. We verified the assemblies by aligning the resulting contigs to the reference sequence by NCBI blast [11] to calculate the quality of the results.
First, the quality analysis of the resulting contigs was illustrated from figure 2 to figure 7. Figure 2 shows that the number of resulting contigs produced by DGraph are about two-third as many as the number of contigs output by velvet. In max length of contigs, DGraph is two times longer than velvet according to figure 3. The same trend also happens in figure 4 on their N50 length. Figure 5 demonstrated that DGraph has less number of contigs larger than N50 compared to velvet, which means that contigs produced by DGraph are mainly consisted with a few long contigs and a large amount of short contigs. All in all, the four figure shows that DGraph has much less but much longer contigs longer than N50 compared with velvet. What's more, the coverage of DGraph's resulting contigs (92.5%) is slightly better than the coverage of velvet's according (78.2%) to figure 6. Second, In figure 7 , DGraph consumed about one-sixth as much cpu time as velvet did, which is 3minutes and 19minutes respectively. But in terms of memory consumption DGraph is two times larger than velvet. Generally speaking, DGraph can produce higher quality of resulting contigs with one-sixth cpu time used by velvet, only at the cost of more memory. 
Discussion
The DNA sequencing technology field has become a quickly moving target, Fast and high quality Algorithms that can assemble millions of small DNA fragments into gene sequences are located in our research scope. DGraph, a new de novo sequencing algorithm was proposed in this paper, Core operations, such as graph construction and graph simplification was implemented effectively to support high quality configs. The experiment demonstrated that DGraph outperformance velvet both on assembler speed and contigs' quality. DGraph was just a basical assembler framework on resequencing, father optimization on memory consumption and code parallelization was urgent work in the development of next version. Last, but not least, is there exist a practical method to reduce the simplified graph, Can this method work efficiently and indeed improve the quality of resulted contigs.
